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SHARPY PLUS

A new revolution: the Full Hybrid
The biggest revolution in recent
years was the Sharpy with its narrow
concentrated beams. Today this iconic
product has a worthy successor: the
SHARPY PLUS, the first true 100%
HYBRID unit, able to be a perfect beam
light and a perfect spotlight.
Just as the Sharpy was a beam moving
light for all budgets, the SHARPY PLUS
too is the first hybrid unit that everyone
can afford, or better, that everyone will

want to buy. Because there are no other
more versatile lights on the market.
It is suitable for every occasion, with
an extraordinary luminous efficiency
which ensures substantial savings
through lower power consumption.

larger than the Sharpy’s, to house a
high quality optical unit with a zoom
that ranges from 3° to 36°. Without
this lens, the SHARPY PLUS would not
be the full hybrid light that everyone
wants.

The SHARPY PLUS is a small gem of
lighting technology, and yet another
example of Claypaky’s tradition for
innovation. It fits an Osram Sirius
HRI® 330W X8 lamp. Claypaky has
pragmatically chosen a discharge
lamp for this unit, which is bound
to sell widely, since, when you are
seeking extraordinary yet cost-efficent
performance, it is still the technology
that ensures the best lumen/watt
ratio and best $/watt operating
costs. The lamp used in the SHARPY
PLUS, moreover, has top ranking
performance.
The SHARPY PLUS weighs only 23
kg (50.7 lbs), and all its functions are
extremely quick. Its body is slightly

Its minimum beam angle of 3° makes
it possible to generate the narrow
parallel light beams essential for beam
light mode. Its wide zoom range also
allows large beam angles, which makes
the SHARPY PLUS a perfect spotlight
for all purposes.
The
SHARPY
PLUS
has
two
independent operating modes: in
BEAM mode, the aerial effects are
enhanced by the way the Sirius lamp
is made. It is capable of extraordinary
power output (over 300,000 lux at
10m distance), which the optical unit
enhances through a marked hot spot.
In SPOT mode, the light is diffused in
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a more even way which means visual
effects can be projected with excellent
uniformity. Its 3° to 36° (1:12) zoom
covers the entire range linearly, both
in spot mode and in beam mode. This
feature makes the SHARPY PLUS
unique on the market.
It has the widest range of effects and
color production tools ever seen for
a light of this size and in this power
category. The color system is at the
cutting edge technologically. Unlike
other lights, which only have fixed
colors, the SHARPY PLUS has a CMY
system with three hybrid wheels. They

are used partly for accurate, complete
color mixing, and partly to produce
fifteen special colors. It also fits two
CTO filters.
There are eight rotating glass gobos
and eighteen fixed gobos for the
aerial and projected visual effects,
including six beam reducers for beam
mode. There is also a four-faced prism
and an eight-faced prism; the two
prisms are indipendent and can be
superimposed. Lastly, there is even a
beautiful animation wheel, which can
be combined with the gobos, and a
linear frost effect to create soft edges.

MAIN FEATURES
• Source: Osram Sirius HRI® 330W X8
arc lamp
• Two projection modes: Beam and
Spot
• 3°- 36° linear zoom in both modes
• CMY color mixing
• 15 colors on 3 wheels
• 2 CTO filters
• Rotating Gobo Wheel: 8 glass gobos

The full hybrid revolution has
begun!
The SHARPY PLUS has no match. With
its wide range of effects and high light
output, it beats all the lights in the
same category and comes very close
to those of higher wattages, but with a
much more appealing price tag.
SHARPY PLUS, the true full
hybrid: 100% beam light, 100%
spotlight
SHARPY PLUS: high Claypaky quality
for units that will ensure their owners
the best operating costs and quickest
return on investment.

WEIGHT AND DIMENSIONS
• Static Gobo Wheel: 18 fixed gobos
(incl. 6 beam reducers)
• Rotating 4-facet prism on dedicated
channel
• Rotating 8-facet prism on dedicated
channel
• Animation wheel
• Linear, soft edge frost filter
• Dimmer and stop/strobe

23 Kg (50.7 lbs)
mm (LxWxH): 375x307x634
inch (LxWxH): 14.8x12.1x24.9

